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Quest Lines: 
Achieving Your Goals for 2014                     
                                                                        by Jasmine Myrick

  Oh, great. It’s 2014; time for that “new year, 
new me” B.S.
   It’s not the concept of wanting to improve 
oneself that’s the issue here. It’s the fact that 
nearly everyone’s New Year’s resolutions are 

vague, uninformed, and unsustainable. First 
of all, if you want to be healthier or complete 
some goal like writing a book, there’s no 
reason why you should wait until January first 
to do it. When the idea or inspiration hits 

217 N Broad St • Fairborn 
937.878.2171
www.WagnerSubaru.com

Now through February 3, 2014. Some restrictions apply. See Dealer for Details. 
Subject to Credit Approval. Cannot be combined with any other discounts or offers.
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APR Financing0% for up to 60 months
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Quest Lines: 
Achieving Your Goals for 2014                     
                                                                        by Jasmine Myrick
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you, start then and there.
It’s easier said than done—believe me, I know. 
However, for nerds like us (specifically the 
gamers), we’ve got the perfect foundation for 
completing a goal; we just need to implement 
the knowledge that we have.
   When most people make a resolution, they 
just focus on their main goal. For the sake of 
this argument, let’s say that their goal is losing 
weight. Well, how do they plan on doing that? 
By eating better and exercising more, they 
say? That’s all fine and dandy, but I can pretty 
much guarantee that if you ask them how they 
plan on completing that task, they’ll have no 
clue. The idea of not eating chips for a week 
and then slowly removing unhealthy foods on 
a weekly basis doesn’t occur to them. It doesn’t 
cross their minds to consider it a success to 
wake up early and take a walk in the morning. 
By the way, props to any of you who got up 
to walk in that snowpocalypse weather. The 
point is that most of society forgets to make 
sustainable, attainable, and measurable goals. 
Good thing we aren’t like most of society.
   Think of it this way: When you’re playing a 
game, you have your main objective. Rescue 
the princess, infiltrate the enemy hideout, 
save the world, etc. However, you can’t just 
jump right into that task; you have obstacles 
to overcome, useful tools to obtain, and 
important skills to learn. In other words, you 

have subquests. Link can’t rescue Zelda and 
defeat Ganon until he has conquered the 
temples first. Let’s step outside of the realm of 
games for a second and venture into literature. 
Harry has to destroy the Horcruxes before he 
can defeat Voldemort and Danaerys has to 
raise and army before she can even imagine 
taking the Iron Throne. You get the idea.
   Figure out the step by step processes that are 
necessary to achieve your main goal, starting 
from the most basic of tasks to the more 
complex ones. I’m sure most of us assimilate 
better into a new task when we have a set of 
progressive instructions on how to complete 
it. It’s like an assembly manual from IKEA, 
except less complicated.
   Just as your subquests lead to your main 
objective, each subquest is made up of 
individual missions. In theory, having all 
of these tasks to complete can be daunting, 
but when you’ve got it all written down on 
paper, everything is put into perspective. 
Remember that patience is a virtue. Don’t 
skip any steps. Also, perseverance is key. 
Don’t let discouragement get the better of 
you just because you died a few times before 
succeeding. Actually, I really hope that doesn’t 
happen because if you died a few times, you’re 
either a zombie or have the Dragon Balls. In 
either case, I’m coming for you.   
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  Researchers at the National Institute for 
Physiological Sciences in Okazaki found out 
this month that scratching an itch produces 
the same sensation of elation that one would 
feel when being praised or when falling in 
love. Whether being celebrated or becoming 
smitten, the striatum and midbrain regions 
(also referred to as the “reward system”) 
are most active when people succeed in 
the workplace, win at gambling, or fall for 
a significant other, according to previous 
studies.
 According to the study conducted by 
professors of neurophysiology Hideki 
Mochizuki and Ryusuke Kakigi, research 
found that the blood flow in the striatum 

and midbrain increased in the 16 men and 
women involved in the study.
 Mochizuki and Kakigi warned against 
overestimation of the findings though, 
as those with dermatitis or other skin 
conditions may itch excessively, causing the 
sensations to be less severe. Does this mean 
that those with psoriasis are less likely to feel 
those romantic butterflies batting around in 
their brains? No. It just means their hearts 
don’t pitter-patter as much when they scratch 
their arm or ear.
  “If the workings of the reward system are 
curbed, people will stop scratching their 
itchy areas so much, and their symptoms will 
improve,” Kakigi said.

Keeping the Itch                                                                           
                 BY Eli Samuel Johnson

Courteous Mass Dayton 
is looking for volunteers.

Do you want to lead a 
ride? Do you want to 
ride sweep and make 

sure nobody is left 
behind? Do you want to 

help pick a route, 
write for the blog or for 
our Telephone Weekly 
ads, get the word out 

about us?
Contact Us:

courteousmassdayton.com
facebook.com/courteousmassdayton

courteousmassdayton@yahoo.com
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“But I have been in love. I’ve appropriately cashed 
in on the opportunity to lose myself completely 

and also squandered what life has put in front of 
me. I’ve treated that love well and with the best 

intentions and I’ve also treated it like the new kid at 
school with nine toes and a bowl cut.”

Keeping the Itch                                                                           
                 BY Eli Samuel Johnson

 The researchers also concluded that 
scratching itchy areas produces a feeling of 
comfort that would also arise in a person who 
feels as if they met their soul mate. But how 
comfortable does love really make someone? 
If anything, wouldn’t it cause someone to 
feel a bit unhinged?
 The “honeymoon phase” of meeting 
someone is just fine. Finding someone 
to click with, to feel at ease with, is a rare 
sensation for some—Those being the 
introverted, the shy, the awkward, or even 
insecure. (Especially the insecure.)

“Is this really going to last?”

“Do they like me for the right reasons?”

“Is this love, is this love, is this love that I’m 
feeling?”

   Love is a form of temporary insanity. It’s an 
unexpected and senseless stumble towards 
lunacy. That’s not to say that it isn’t good. 
It’s beautiful. Love, for a time, rids the mind 
of self-preservation, doubt, and the capability 
for sane, cognitive thinking. Until it doesn’t.
  I myself have found the whole thing to 
be both inspiring and earth shattering. 
Sometimes I find myself wishing I had the 
luxury of never having been in love, to always 
be thinking of the self, the id. But I have been 
in love. I’ve appropriately cashed in on the 
opportunity to lose myself completely and 
also squandered what life has put in front of 
me. I’ve treated that love well and with the 
best intentions and I’ve also treated it like the 
new kid at school with nine toes and a bowl 

cut. But knowing that love is physically there 
as a sensation is so encouraging. To know 
we can take the plunge. To be inhuman for 
a spell is one of the most beautiful things I 
can think of, with or without searching the 
furthest reaches of my mind.
   See, it’s really the itch that is so special. 
Knowing there’s a feeling there. You’d forget 
that particular part of your thigh existed if 
you didn’t have to prod it with your nails 
or a pencil every once and a while. The 
itch, if left unscratched, is what really races 
the mind, makes the legs bounce and the 
heart rate elevate. But once it’s scratched, it 
subsides. We become human again—doubt 
creeps in. We begin to question. We begin 
to realize that what may not have bothered 
us on dates four and five really bothers us 
now. We become people again and people 
are inherently foul creatures with all sorts of 
flaws. They are also quite beautiful at times. 
It’s not misanthropic in the least to say 
that people are inherently capable of both 
beautiful and heinous things. It’s a matter of 
fact.
  So once we let the wonder go and start 
digging our nails into our brains, nicking 
the surface, the shell is cracked and an 
unstoppable force of human thoughts creep 
in. The love, as a sensation, fades. It would 
be quite the thing if we could just ride it out, 
let love really take over at the wheel, let the 
itch go from sensation to a new self. We, 
both for good and ill, are incapable of that 
sort of permanently practiced lunacy. We all 
come back down to earth eventually. We all 
scratch.

ADVERTISE WITH

CONTACT US TODAY
TELEPHONE!
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Chess                                                                                                                        
BY Andrew Fisher

   The story goes like this: A wise man 
invented the game of chess as a gift to his 
king. The king was so taken with the game 
that he praised the wise man. He insisted 
on paying him even though the wise man 
refused. Eventually, the wise man came up 
with a suitable reward. He asked for just 
one grain of rice on the first square of the 
chessboard, two grains on the second, four 
on the third, and so on. Each square was to 
double the last until all 64 squares of the 
chess board were filled. The king thought 

this was a modest request and immediately 
agreed.
  Anyone familiar with exponential growth 
gets the joke. To figure out how much 
rice this is, we use exponents and the 
geometric series looks like this: 20 + 21 + 
22 + 23 … 263. We can imagine the king’s 
face when his accountant explained that 
fulfilling the wise man’s request would take 
18,446,744,073,709,551,615 grains of rice, a 
number that would take several lifetimes just 
to count out. 
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Chess                                                                                                                        
BY Andrew Fisher

“A chess player has to visualize where the pieces 
will be, several moves in advance. Children 
studying the game learn spatial reasoning, 

pattern recognition, how to think critically and 
objectively, how to formulate a plan and how to 
deal with the consequences of their actions. You 
can’t take a move back in chess, just like in life.”

  Is it a true story? Probably not. No one 
knows for sure when or where chess 
came from, though most scholars agree it 
originated somewhere in India during the 
6th century. It was a very different game 
back then. Naturally, 6th century India 
wouldn’t have bishops wearing ceremonial 
mitres. Rooks (or castles) used to be armored 
elephants. Originally there was no queen, 
only an “advisor” that stood by the king’s 
side.
   What can’t be argued is that chess caught 
on. With the help of Muslim trade routes, 
it spread throughout Asia, the Middle East, 
eventually Russia and finally to Europe. In 
a mere 500 years, chess had conquered the 
known world. In 15th century Europe, chess 
began to resemble the game we recognize 
today and its rules have changed relatively 
little since. What has changed are the tactics 
and strategies, the tricks of the game. It’s 
the ever-evolving theory that keeps chess 
exciting. 
Like any art, the evolving theories and 
styles of chess reflect the times in which 
they are born. Take for instance François 
Philidor, one of the best chess players in 
the 18th century. A Frenchman and a 
well-known opera composer, Philidor’s life 
coincided with the French revolution, a 
time when the common man - the pawn - 
was making a stand. Alexis de Tocqueville 
once claimed that the French Revolution 
was “a manifestation of a more prosperous 
middle class becoming conscious of its social 
importance.” It’s no surprise then that 
Philidor’s most famous chess advice was that 
“pawns are the soul of chess.”
  Philidor loved his pawns. They can move 
only one or two spaces forward, and they can 
never go back. As the weakest piece on the 
chessboard, pawns symbolize the poor, the 
oppressed. They outnumber the other pieces 
for a reason. However, the delicious twist is 
that if a player manages to march a pawn to 
the other side of the board, that pawn can 
be promoted to any piece desired! In other 
words, every ordinary pawn has within it the 

potential to become the most powerful piece 
in the game. Many kings on the chessboard 
have met their guillotine at the hands of a 
queen that was once a pawn.
   Flash forward to the 1970s. The American 
Bobby Fischer took the chess world by 
storm and succeeded in winning the world 
title from the Russians at the height of the 
cold war. Fischer was one of the best chess 
players of all time, but in his 1972 world 
championship match with the Russian Boris 
Spassky, many cite Fischer’s psychological 
tactics both on and off the board as a 
contributing factor to his success. Just as 
the Cold War between the U.S. and Russia 
was full of bluffs and mental scare tactics, 
so was the chess championship between the 
two countries. Fischer’s win led to a chess 
renaissance in the U.S. that lasted nearly a 
decade. Then the American champion went 
into self-imposed exile, isolating himself 
from chess and from reality. The tragic 
downfall of his genius became a bizarre and 
sad story. Chess once again seemed to fade 
into the background.
  Today’s chess players are standing on the 
shoulders of giants. What was once a novel 
idea is now a cheap trick. Modern chess 
theory is a combination of all the ideas and 
experiences of past players. So it should 
be more exciting than ever, right? One 
would think. But chess rarely makes the 
mainstream. The game took a major blow 
in the mid-90s when Gary Kasparov, at that 
time the world champion of chess, lost to 
the IBM chess engine Deep Blue. It was not 
only a blow to chess players everywhere, but 
to humanity itself. Chess was supposed to be 
an infinite game of beauty and creativity, a 
story of human history and an expression 
of life and struggle, all contained within 64 
light and dark squares. Now with computers, 
anyone can quantitatively evaluate chess 
positions to see which side has the advantage. 
The computer never slips and always knows 
the best moves. It’s cold, calculating, fearless, 
and in many ways terrifying.
   Despite the computer revolution, however, 

chess is far from dead. The ruthless precision 
of computers has only helped chess players 
become substantially better defenders than 
their predecessors. New tricks, or novelties, 
have been found with the help of chess 
engines that are especially useful in the 
opening moves of a chess game, and have 
excited chess fans countless times in recent 
years. In truth, chess today is more exciting 
than it has been in a long time. A new world 
champion was crowned last November, 
23-year-old Magnus Carlsen, a gorgeous 
looking Norwegian who’s also the first 
chess player with a million dollar modeling 
contract. Don’t be fooled though, he’s the 
highest rated player in the history of chess. 
A product of the computer age, his playing 
style is solid and consistently correct.
  Still, you may be asking yourself: who 
cares? Why chess? The reason is simple 
and especially true here in America: we 
need chess. Most of all, we need it in our 
schools, for our children. It’s a game, yes, 
but it’s more than that. Founding father 
Benjamin Franklin wrote an essay late in his 
life entitled The Morals of Chess, claiming 
that chess taught foresight, circumspection, 
and caution. His essay rings just as true now 
as it did then. A chess player has to visualize 
where the pieces will be, several moves in 
advance. Children studying the game learn 
spatial reasoning, pattern recognition, how 
to think critically and objectively, how to 
formulate a plan and how to deal with the 
consequences of their actions. You can’t 
take a move back in chess, just like in life. 
These skills would serve anyone well, but 
for children the lessons are even more 
invaluable.
   It’s never too late to learn. The rules of the 
game fit easily on half a page. Chess clubs are 
all over the world. Dayton itself is home of 
one of the most beautiful chess clubs in the 
country. Located at 18 W 5th St., the club 
is unique since the entire building itself is 
owned by a chess enthusiast and his wife. 
The structure is a tribute to the game and 
it is open multiple nights a week, including 
a scholastic night for kids, The Dayton 
Chess Club attracts every type of character 
imaginable. As the saying goes, the only 
thing chess players have in common is chess. 
It’s a game that unites and ignites human 
passions on a level comparable to the other 
high arts like music or painting. 
    On my first visit to the Dayton Chess 
Club I met an older man named Abel who 
summed up his passion for the game as best 
as anyone could. Despite stern doctoral 
advice, Abel checked himself out of the 
hospital that night so that he could make 
it to the club. I asked him if it was safe for 
him to be out. His reply: “Chess is my best 
medicine, man. I’d crawl across a field of 
broken glass just to win a pawn.” I believed 
him.

IT’S A BEACON OF HOPE 
FOR YOUR PALATE.

TAPROOM HOURS
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Katie on Katie by Katie Modras-Anible

Katie plays noise as Kanible, half of the primordial duo, Mandible with her husband Andrew.  
She likes taking pictures of other people getting weird and loud.

How’d you start taking noise pictures? – I got the little digital camera the week before my 
old roommate, Luke, and I got on a Greyhound to Brooklyn, NY for the 2008 No Fun Fest 
- an international noise festival held at the Knitting Factory.  We bought tall beers down the 
street at a little bodega and tucked ourselves into an alley across the street from the venue to 
gulp them down, since the budget only afforded for back pack sandwiches and subway fare – 
we made use of the free museum days and I took a thousand pictures on that trip – sadly that 
disk has drifted into the ether and I kind of hope there are shots floating around of noise 
acts and stuffed tigers.  I’ve been taking pictures of noise and experimental acts since then. 

What do you like about taking pictures of live acts? – I like using long exposures as they 
seem to capture the motion, energy and intensity of the acts and performers.  I think they 
look like magic happening, like noise wizards – absolutely.

What kind of noise photography haven’t you done that you want to do? – I’d like to make 
staged fantasy scenes with noise/experimental performers with heavy emphasis on props and 
lighting, and concept themes.  That and very serious portraits of performers with their gear 
collections.
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DaytonMostMetro.com  

Michael Jackson Skate
RiverScape MetroPark
Friday January 31
7:00 PM - 10:00 PM

Torch Song Trilogy
The Loft Theatre
January 30- February 16,
7:30 PM

Beginners Wine Tasting 
& Education Class
El Meson
February 4th, 11th, 18th and 25th
6:00pm

 
Zoot Theatre in Alice in 
Wonderland
Victoria Theatre
February 1  
1:00pm & 3:30pm

DCDC's 'Revisioning 45: New 
Works Unveiled'
Victoria Theatre
Saturday February 08, 7:30 PM
Sunday February 09, 3:00 PM 

DIY: get yer sharpie out!     
                                                                                by lisa patrick-wright

This DIY is so easy , you could probably do 
it with your eyes closed. Only 2 steps!

Supplies:
White Coffee Mug
Sharpie Marker
Oven
Cookie Sheet

Step 1: Draw any design you would like 
using a sharpie on you’re white mug

Lisa Patrick-Wright 
Co-Founder/Program Director,Grass Roots 
Enrichment and Wellness Center 
400 E. Fifth Street, Suite C. 
Dayton, Oh 45402 
937-723-6747 
www.grassrootsenrichment.com

Finished!

Step 2: Heat oven to 350 degrees. Place 
mug on cookie sheet and bake for 10 
minutes
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                                                                                by lisa patrick-wright
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“When human beings develop the first fully 
functional artificial intelligence, the 

ballgame will change dramatically. We will 
have created something that has perfect 

recall, can accumulate multiple sources of 
data at once, and arrive at logical conclusions 

faster than we can even imagine.”

  What is the Singularity? It’s a question 
that many scientists and futurologists are 
obsessed with, where they proclaim a new 
age of technological wonder where the rules 
of our lives are so dramatically changed that 
where we will end up is beyond the scope of 
our imagination. But what is it?
  The beginnings of the singularity come 
from an equation known as Moore’s Law. 
The term comes from the co-founter of 

Yer mom’s (and dads) a robots!                  
                                                                                            by Jonathan Dillon

Intel, Gordon E. Moore, in a paper where 
he showed that the rate of increase in 
computer processing power doubles every 
two years. Doubles. That means exponential 
growth over time. You might think that it 
seems implausible, but when you consider 
that the smartphone you carry in your 
pocket is more powerful than all of the 
computers used to get the Apollo mission 
to the moon combined you get a sense of 

just how far we’ve come. In the time of 
the Apollo missions, computers were giant 
monstrosities that took up rooms just to do 
calculations that a smartphone could do in 
a fraction of the time, provided you have 
the right app. But if we consider the rate of 
growth of processing power, eventually we 
hit a point of singularity, where the speed at 
which we are developing faster processors is 
faster than instantaneous. 
   So is that it, computers are just going to 
get faster? Hardly. Computer processing 
speeds is only one component to the 
Singularity. The Singularity is when many 
fields of science are achieving things beyond 
the realm of what has been considered until 
now possible. 
  Genetics will grow to a point where 
illness and disease become a thing of the 
past, along with aging, as we will be able 
to unlock the secrets of what each strand 
of DNA represents to the human machine 
as a whole. Have the BRCA gene, and 
worried about needing a masectomy? Once 
we’ve gotten to the point of genotherapy, 
the need for a masectomy is trivial, as we 
will simply be able to rewrite the DNA to 
avoid the complications that come with the 
genetic marker. Don’t want to grow old? 
We’ve found a jelly fish that actually ages 
backwards, something that we could adapt 
to our own genetic code and allow us to all 
have extremely long lifespans.
  And let us not forget about artificial 
intelligence. When human beings 
develop the first fully functional artificial 
intelligence, the ballgame will change 
dramatically. We will have created 
something that has perfect recall, can 
accumulate multiple sources of data at once, 

and arrive at logical conclusions faster than 
we can even imagine. Once we have an AI 
doing some of the heavy lifting, the speed 
at which our technological advancement 
will progress will end up moving forward 
at a breakneck pace. Then, with the first 
generation of AI designed AI, things will 
move at an even faster rate.
   You looking forward to robots? There’s 
probably going to be robots. Our world is 
already filled with robots, and companies 
the world over are working on robot 
solutions to problems facing regular people. 
For example, there is a Japanese company 
working on robots for use in retirement 
homes, which would feed and aid in the care 
of the elderly. Or what about the drones 
being used by the government? Also robots, 
just without an autonomous AI. Nobody 
said the future was going to be peaceful or 
perfect.
  Nanotechnology itself is making major 
breakthroughs it seems every week. We as a 
species have gotten to the point that we are 
working with materials on the atomic level. 
We have already gotten to the point where 
we can move a single atom at a time, and 
what is more impressive is that we have been 
able to make simple machines out of these 
atoms. The end goal is a self-replicating 
nanobot that could be used in something 
like medicine, where the nanobots go 
through your system and clear out cancer 
cells, creating new nanobots, and regulating 
your bodily health.
    Imagine we get to a point where our entire 
world is surrounded by nanobots, much like 
Neil Stephenson’s book Diamond Age. In 
this world, our very thoughts change the 
room in which we are in by adapting it to our 
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Yer mom’s (and dads) a robots!                  
                                                                                            by Jonathan Dillon

mood. In the mood for a romantic dinner 
for two in a log cabin? The nanobots spend 
a few moments rearranging themselves into 
the proper position, then you have your 
very own frontier escape. Prefer a more 
modern look? Again, with the power of 
a thought the unimaginable number of 
nanobots go to work creating your perfect 
living environment.
   Many of those deepest in the Singularity 
movement predict that we ourselves 
will change so dramatically that we’ll 
become something else. This is known 
as Transhumanism, and this has already 
started. Artificial hearts and limbs are the 
ground floor of this exciting realm. One of 
the more interesting examples of humans 
merging with technology is the case of 
Steve Mann, a professor at the University 
of Toronto and someone who wears a 
literal cybernetic eye. On the darker side 
of the spectrum, it appears that Mann may 
have been on the ground floor for the first 
Transhumanist hate crime when he was 
allegedly attacked at a McDonalds in France 
where people tried to physically remove the 

device.
   So what does all of this mean to us right 
now? Not a whole lot. There are no concrete 
predictions to latch onto with promises of 
a better future. Many scientists believe the 
whole thing to be just another fad within 
the realm of science fiction, and not worthy 
for real scientists to speculate about as it 
lends credence to the wild theories that are 
presented within the community. Maybe 
they’re right.
  However, if you think Google knows 
something about predicting success, it may 
be of note that last year Google hired Ray 
Kurzweil to work for their organization. 
Kurzweil is known and respected in the 
Singularity/Transhumanist movement for 
his views on the future, and takes over 150 
vitamins a day in order to live long enough 
to see the Singularity. He believes, and 
clearly some influential people at Google 
believe.
  Personally, it’s nice to speculate, but I’m 
still waiting on that Taxi to the moon 
Popular Mechanics promised me in the 
80’s.

Cost: $12 per session/ $40 for all 4 weeks
Ages: 3-12 yrs.

Lego Stop Motion

Saturdays through february 22
10-11:30 am

Heat up this winter by making stop 
motion, action packed Lego films. Each 
week the kids will be given a different 
theme and bring their ideas to life 
and...ACTION! If your child has a 
Nintendo 3ds please bring to class. 

Warm Up At The Tavern

Warm Spiced Wine

Irish Coffee

Coffee & Baileys
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   In July of 1968, an unknown Welsh band 
calling itself The Iveys became the first 
recording act signed to Apple Records. 
This group, later known as Badfinger, 
experienced what the rest of us only see 
in our musical dreams: They were hand-
selected by their idols (in this case, the most 
respected group in the world), to exist side-
by-side with them, to work with them, and 
to smoke dope with them. 
  Within merely 7 years, they would be 
known as one of rock’s most confusing 
and mysterious tragedies. The dangerous 
promises of fame, created in large part by 
The Beatles themselves, had been shot 
down by a decade of commercial failures, 
fraud, and managerial negligence, in 
front of the entire world. Rock music was 
entering a new stage in which flawless 

Magic Christian Music 
(What is a Badfinger?)                                                                                                                                                                                 
                              by M Ross Perkins

harmonies and methodical pop structures 
were being stabbed on stage by the anti-
effort of the early punk movement. The 
flowery idealism of the psychedelic sixties 
had found its way into Nixon’s shredder and 
had been reassembled incoherently by the 
disenchanted. But still, among everything 
that can be said about the seventies, one 
thing can be said with certainty. The 
seventies were not kind to Badfinger. While 
most of the artists swallowed up and killed in 
the 1970s went out quickly from drugs and 
excess, the death of Badfinger was drawn 
out across several years of desperate effort 
and eerily terrible luck. Theirs was perhaps 
the worst luck. By the early eighties, the 
group’s two primary songwriting frontmen, 
best friends Pete Ham and Tom Evans, were 
both dead of suicides.
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Magic Christian Music 
(What is a Badfinger?)                                                                                                                                                                                 
                              by M Ross Perkins

  In the early days of the band’s success, 
every stroke of fortune came with a blow 
and the messes began immediately. The 
Iveys released their first Apple single, 
“Maybe Tomorrow,” on November 15th 
of 1968. But while the world watched in 
anxious anticipation for the arrival of the 
press-proclaimed “Beatle Heirs,” the single 
flopped, charting at a pathetic 67th in the 
United States and (bafflingly) not at all 
in the UK. This led to a frantic overhaul 
by the group and Apple, both of whom 
were scrambling to spread the collective 
approval shared by John, Paul, George, 
and Ringo. The Iveys were the first band 
to be given entry into The Beatles’ brand 
new progressive record label. The world was 
supposed to be excited. Strangely however, 
the endorsement of a lifetime did not 
translate into good numbers and the US 
response to “Maybe Tomorrow” was nearly 
nonexistent. 
    In 1912, Liverpool had arrogantly launched 
the ill-fated Titanic under a foreshadowing 
banner of guaranteed unsinkability. Fifty 
six years later, in 1968, Liverpool seemed 
poised to doom another massive launch 
through impossible hype, though I’m 
sure that no one considers it quite as 
catastrophic. The first Apple venture into 
non-Beatles territory was beginning to look 
like an embarrassment and The Iveys were 
quickly taking on water. However, Paul 
McCartney stepped in and declared that he 
would write a hit single.
 McCartney showed up in the studio 
with a self-recorded tape reel containing a 
song called “Come and Get It.” The lyrics 
seemed intended to lure Pete Ham and the 
others into excitement: “Did I hear you 
say that there must be a catch? / Will you 
walk away from a fool and his money? / If 
you want it / Here it is / Come and get it / 
But you better hurry, ‘cause it’s going fast.” 
The band was instructed to sing and play 
the song exactly as they had heard it on the 
demo and McCartney performed the drum 
part himself. After its release in December 
of 1969, “Come and Get It” sailed easily to 
number 7 in the United States and number 
4 in the UK, becoming an instant radio 
favorite.
  Along with taking McCartney’s shot in the 
arm, The Iveys saw it necessary to change 
their name. John Lennon had suggested 
they be called The Glass Onion, but the 
band settled instead on Badfinger. (The 

Beatles’ “With A Little Help From My 
Friends” was originally called “Bad Finger 
Boogie,” a reference to an injury sustained 
by John Lennon during the demo process.) 
The freshly named and newly re-energized 
group began work on its first album at 
Abbey Road. Paul McCartney made his 
contributions count, both in front of and 
behind the control room glass. The album 
also featured production work by Beatles 
road manager Mal Evans, as well as an 
arrangement by George Martin. These 
sessions became “Magic Christian Music,” 
a work that revitalized the ever-standard 
but ever-fading Beatle sensibilities that were 
being deconstructed in the emergence of the 
new 1970s. On this record, we hear a band 
that knew it had everything in the world 
to lose. But moreover, we hear a group of 
incredibly gifted musicians accessing the 
most revered studio and the most coveted 
mentoring in the world. On this album, one 
can hear the sound of Badfinger making 
use of good fortune, front and center in the 
mix. 
 “Magic Christian Music” is today 
considered the flagship of Badfinger’s 
career and the mold from which their 
future releases were cast. Most of the tracks 
feature an unmistakeable Beatles effect, 
such as “Fisherman” and “Come and 
Get It,” among others. But then we hear 
songs such as “Walk Out in the Rain,” 
“Dear Angie,” and “Crimson Ship,” which 
remind us that we are not hearing a mere 
reinterpretation of an old story. Instead, 
we’re witnesses to a certain metamorphosis 
in the history of pop music. These songs 
directly laid out the parameters for the 70s 
power pop movement and set the standard 
for countless groups to follow. The songs 
on “Magic Christian Music” call to mind 
no clear influences more dominant than 
the writers themselves. They make us 
question exactly whose influence we can 
hear on innumerable singles throughout 
the subsequent seventies. In many cases, we 
cannot be certain that we’re hearing echoes 
of The Beatles, because we have to consider 
Badfinger.
    In the years that followed, the members of 
Badfinger endured a series of hardships that 
compounded one another dramatically. 
Apple’s financial meltdown had weighed 
heavily on the band and at one time, the 
members of Badfinger shared an apartment 
with no furniture. Pete Ham had trouble 

providing for his wife and their newly 
born child. His songs and the songs of his 
bandmates, meanwhile, lit up the radio. 
After the release of their second record, “No 
Dice,” the infamous Stan Polley was brought 
on as manager. Polley, later implicated as 
a mob extortionist, almost immediately 
began siphoning copious amounts of 
money into his own pockets. Two albums 
later, the band signed a new contract with 
Warner Brothers. Polley extorted $250,000 
within the first year. In perhaps the saddest 
twist, though this shadowy embezzlement 
was happening unbeknownst to the band, 
it led to a lawsuit against not Stan Polley, 
but against Stan Polley and Badfinger. This 
legal battle with their own label instantly 
nullified their recording contract and 
Badfinger’s career was essentially destroyed. 
In April of 1975, a 27 year old Pete Ham was 
found hanged in his garage. He left a note 
that read, “Stan Polley is a soulless bastard. 
I will take him with me.” It is known that 
Tom Evans was called to the house, where 
he is said to have stared at his friend’s body. 
Eight years later, broke and defeated, Evans 
also hung himself, in what was perhaps the 
final note of harmony performed by the two 
of them.
  Many critics have commented on the 
greater lesson to be taken from Badfinger’s 
story. The moral often boils down to this: 
that good luck sometimes inexplicably 
irritates the universe. That’s not my take, 
though. I don’t think it’s mysterious. The 
music industry just kills people sometimes. 
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Biggin’s Wet and Wild Ride                                                                                                                                                                              
                                                                      by Randy Cornett
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Biggin’s Wet and Wild Ride                                                                                                                                                                              
                                                                      by Randy Cornett
  

   When I was 14 years old, I smoked 
weed for the first time in my life with a 
work buddy of my dad’s named Big Jake. 
We were at my great grandmother’s farm, 
sitting on the back of a pickup truck 
bullshitting while my dad was on a ladder, 
finishing painting the windowsills of the 
farm house before it got too dark. Big Jake 
was a young man in his 20’s and was, well, 
big. Not just big. Sideshow attraction big. 
Undiagnosed medical condition big. He 
was a giant bush hog that had become 
sentient and he exhaled dip spit and 
lewd comments about having sex with 
everything short of a tissue box filled with 
ground chuck. We were sitting on the 
truck bed, high, laughing at everything 
and nothing and absorbing the country 
darkness and noises. And then he jerked 
off Biggin’, the farm dog. 
  When Biggin’ wandered close enough 
to his feet, Big Jake picked him up by the 
back of his neck, rolled him over on his 
belly, and began to stroke him. I stared 
in detached amusement and disgust. I 
couldn’t really stop him. There’s not a lot 
you can do about a seven foot tall Golem 
masturbating a dog other than to shut up, 
smile with your eyes fixed on the ground, 
wait for the the situation to be over, and 
hope you’re not next. When he finished, 
the dog ran happy little laps around the 
truck and all around the farm and just had 
the happiest goddamn time of his stupid 
little life. Finally, I had to ask: “Why 
exactly did you just do all of that?”
  “That dog will always remember me now. 
No matter how long it is before I see him 
again, he will remember me and follow 
me around forever. He’ll be devoted to me 
until the day he dies.” 

   And he was right. The next several years 
that I spent around Big Jake, during every 
trip to the farm, the dog never forgot him. 
It followed him everywhere, running in 
between his legs and sleeping on his lap. 
Biggin’ wouldn’t give anyone else the time 
of day: He had become Big Jake’s dog.
  I’m 26 years old now and tend to take 
incredibly poor care of myself after 
going through any sort of heartbreak. 
Like a jokeless, unhinged Dudley Moore 
stumbling around on a diet of whiskey 
and cheeseburgers. This is a man’s way 
of dealing with loss. There’s a period of 
drinking excessively at bars with your 
friends. Of spending money you don’t 
have on chemical solutions to your 
spiritual problems. A cold sweat, standing 
at an ATM - You have twenty two dollars 
in the bank and the service charge of 
$3.00 will overdraw you, but you need to 
drink right now and you need to listen 
to “Far Behind” by Candlebox on the 
jukebox about ten times. This is a coping 
mechanism that tends to only play out 
with men. It’s very possible, but I can’t 
picture any of my exes sprawled out on 
the couch in a giant Sherwin Williams 
sweatshirt after having just eaten an entire 
Tombstone pizza, crying into a tall boy of 
Beast Ice, not emotionally able to make 
it through The Green Mile on AMC 
because “We u-used to...” (sob) “...w-w-
watch movies…” (sob).
  A woman probably needs you like they 
need a dick growing out of their chin. 
So why do we get stinked out on the 
hero sauce and go about our lives like 
bloated little burger-filled hurricanes until 
we’re left with nothing but permanent 
hangovers and telephone numbers for 

public defenders? A tie has been severed. 
An umbilical cord has been cut. A mother 
has put her baby in a basket and pushed 
it downstream. We’re simple creatures. 
We want beer. We want to laugh at fart 
movies. We want to be touched. And 
when the touching stops, we see ourselves 
for what we are: lost dogs without owners. 
 Because no matter how much of a 
gentleman you were and no matter how 
much you miss her for the human being 
she is, your bro’d out chotch-ass is mostly 
missing the sex. Not because you’re a fist-
bumping pervert; Because you’re a child 
in a man costume and sex is the most 
intimate form of coddling you’ll ever get 
as an adult male. When someone cares 
enough about you to let you crawl inside- 
you’re going to hold on in hopes of not 
falling back out into the big, scary, drunk 
world that you know how to navigate like 
a Rubik’s cube. I tend to think about 
Biggin’s Wet and Wild Ride whenever I 
hit one of these patches. Relationships 
are emotionally trying. And men are 
giant babies. Oh sure, we can put up a 
nonchalant charade. “How can I be upset? 
I just entered a facial hair competition and 
my band just made some merch. Things 
are going good for me.” But on the inside, 
you’re having a meltdown. There’s a tiny 
Sam Kinison in your chest just screaming 
his ass off and he’s bouncing off the walls 
and making his way to your brain. And 
it starts with that first touch. That first 
thrust. We’re dogs, and every dog deserves 
a spot to lie down. From that point on, a 
switch has been flipped and we are theirs 
and they are the lash and the law. All of 
the beards and craft beers in the world 
will not hide it- you are a wandering vessel 
waiting to be touched in that special way. 
To submit yourself over to a master who 
will take care of you. 
  We’ll always try to exert our dominance 
over our lovers, but let’s face it: we’re 
not the ones doing someone a favor. At 
the end of the day, we’re all just black 
Labradors waiting to be jerked off by a fat 
man on the back of a Ford Ranger.
    Randy Cornett is a good man, but he never said 
he was a great man. You can see him performing 
TED Talks with his band Roley Yuma whenever. 
radnycornett@gmail.com 

“Because no matter how much of a gentleman you 
were and no matter how much you miss her for 

the human being she is, your bro’d out chotch-ass 
is mostly missing the sex. Not because you’re a 

fist-bumping pervert; Because you’re a child in a 
man costume and sex is the most intimate form of 

coddling you’ll ever get as an adult male.”
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ADvice w/ MAMA CASS

TICK KECK TOE

Hey There Morgan
Friday Jan 31st

Grace Adele and the 
Grand Band

Saturday Feb 8th

Acoustic Thirstdays
with Alex speller

Thursday

The Old Time Acoustic Jam
with Rick Good and Ben Cooper

Wednesday

Savannah Smith
Monday Feb 10th

Dear Mama Cass,

  One of my closest friends just got a new 
boyfriend. I’m happy for her because 
she has been casually dating around for a 
while with no luck. She’s professionally 
successful, fit, and smart and until recently, 
she was more focused on herself than her 
love life. I knew she’d quickly find someone 
as soon as she decided to date seriously. 
However, the person she started dating is 
one of my exes. He broke up with me a few 
years ago and I never really got over him, all 
of which she knows. She came over with a 
bottle of wine to break the news to me last 
week and ever since, I’ve been battling fury 
and heartbreak. The three of us are invited 
to mutual friend’s birthday party next week 
and I’m not sure I should go. Should I write 
the two of them off and move on or confront 
them and try to salvage my friendship?

--Betrayed

Dear Betrayed,

 Breaking up almost always sucks. Moreover, 
being dumped really sucks. I’m sorry 
that your unrequited affection for your 
ex boyfriend has lasted so long. Being 
undesired can do some damage to one’s 
self esteem and clearly, yours is showing 
signs of wear. But, pining away over lost 
love rarely has an upside. It is way past the 

appropriate time to begin recovering from 
your past relationship and begin laying a 
more successful foundation for your future.
  Exercise has always helped me turn a fresh 
page following the demise of a romance. 
Working on my health in a manner that 
produces clear evidence has helped me feel 
more in control of my future, a feeling often 
lacking in the tumult of loss. However, 
it seems that you have more than a need 
to reestablish healthy focus in your life. 
While I do think you would benefit from 
something meditative like long walks, 
being physically fit is not the only arena of 
wellness. Emotionally and mentally, you 
need to put in some long hours.
  Your friend was beyond considerate when 
she took time to respectfully clue you in 
on her relationship status. You were not 
betrayed. No trust was broken, no line was 
crossed, no back was stabbed. By holding a 
torch for an ex, you did not invoke a promise 
of celibacy from him. You halted your own 
emotional progress and now you’re being 
territorial.

Go to the party. Have some fun and 
relax. Maybe you’ll have a great time and 
regardless, your friends will respect your 
new aura of poise.

Good Luck!
Mama Cass 
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TICK KECK TOE

Telephone’s phrasal template word game

|

Complimentary 
Veterinary Care

Acupuncture, Chinese Herbal 
and Holistic Medicine 
Including Food Therapy 

veterinaryalternatives.comYellow Springs 767-1579
Centerville 433-2202

     A Tropical Vacation Through The Power Of Words

Just imagine, your flying Air-________ on a ________ dream trip to 

________. Just because you’ll be landing in 30 minutes, that doesn’t 

stop you from ordering another ________ to hold you over.  All you can 

think about is checking into your ________ star hotel and immediately 

________ your way down to your ________ beach. It’s ________ 

degrees outside and the waves rolling by ________ you into a ________ 

state of relaxation. The warm sand between your ________ and the tropical 

________s flying by remind you to sit back and enjoy the ________. Just 

then,  the ________ waiter stops by and refills your glass with ________. 

He asks if you would like to schedule a ________ massage later this 

morning. In this ________ paradise,  it is so easy to sit back, ________ 

and just enjoy your ________ life.  

adjectiveverb-ing

fancy drink

adjective

city

adjective

body part

number

country

noun

adjective

number

verb (past tense)

animal

a liquid

adjective

adjective

verb
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The Joy Coloring: it takes a village illustrated by Ben Riddlebarger 




